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NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
16th SCBE Club Main Committee 
AY 20/21 SCBE Club Rally  
 
Date: 9th September 2020 
Time Started: 1800hrs 
Venue: Zoom 
 

Election Committee Position 
Claudia Chew Song Ling (468L) 
Ooi Jun Yu (083C) 
Vincent Jip (441F) 

Returning Officer  
Election Officer  
Election Officer  

Nominees for AY20/21 Management 
Committee 

Position (Nominated For) 

Chester Eio Hao Jie (138A) 
Goh Kai Yong (038K) 
Ong Ding Shan (546E) 
Tan Li Qi (272J) 
Lim Jin Hao (094A) 
Tan Jing Yi (762G) 
Amulya Mathur (532H) 
Yamini Prashanth (210F) 
Kim Minseo (506L)  
Lim Li Ying (366B) 
Tan Zheng Yang Evan (835H) 
Lee Ding Neng, Daniel (484K) 
Swathi Jayaraman (149A) 
Vanessa (842B) 
Ng Jun Xiang (209J)  
Tanya Koh Tingya (872G) 
 
Absent: 
N.A. 

President  
President 
Vice President 
Honorary General Secretary  
Financial Controller 
Financial Controller 
Academic Welfare Director 
Academic Welfare Director 
Business Manager 
Publicity Director 
Publicity Director 
Publications Director 
Social Director 
Social Director 
Sports Director 
Sports Director 
 
 
 

Nominees for AY20/21 Union Executive 
Committee Representative  

Position (Nominated For) 

Ashley Soh Wem Qi (862A) Union Executive Committee Representative 
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Outgoing Management Committee Members Position Held 
Claudia Chew Song Ling (468L) 
Ooi Jun Yu (083C) 
Vincent Jip (441F) 
Yamini Prashanth (210F)  
Goh Kai Yong (038K) 
Ashley Soh Wem Qi (862A) 
Lim Yih Fei (283G) 
Matthew Tong Ren Jun (550E) 
 
Absent: 
Mayank Goel (788E) 
Royston Liew Yew Meng (524A) 

President 
Honorary General Secretary 
Financial Controller 
Academic Welfare Director 
Business Manager 
Publicity Director 
Publications Director 
Sports Director 
 
 
Social Director 
Union Representative 

Audience  
Alex Goh Feng Tian (009J) 
Delfina Paulin (585J) 
Derrick Yoong Wen Kwang (014L) 
Er Wei Leong Leonard (209F) 
Jaideep Singh (749L) 
Ong Zi Yuan (345D) 
Pay Xin Ni (766A) 
Pritipal Kaur Brar (588D) 
Tan Jin Tao (079J) 
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Meeting Agenda 
1. Regulations	Governing	the	Rally	
2. Nominee	Speeches	and	Q&A	
3. A.O.B		

 
 Agenda  

1.  Regulations Governing the Rally 
- All Candidates shall be entitled to 5 minutes for rally speech and 15 minutes of 

Question and Answer session.  
- Only the President, Vice-President(s), Honorary General Secretary and Honorary 

Financial Secretary (or equivalent) shall be entitled to 10 minutes for rally speech 
and 30 minutes of Question and Answer  

- A proposer and seconder is required to pass the motion for a 5 minute time 
extension for Question and Answer. 

- All questions should be posted on the link provided by your election officers.  
- The Returning Officer shall have the right to reject a proposed question or time 

extension. All decisions made shall be binding and final.  
- The minutes and recording of the rally should be adopted by the candidates and 

vetted by the Election Committee before submission. Submission of materials 
should be done within twenty-four (24) hours after the end of the rally.  

- The election officers have the right to declare the election of any candidate of its 
Constituent Body's Management Committee due to procedural irregularities 
according to the Election Regulations.			

2.  Nominee for Academic Welfare Director  
Candidate Name: Yamini Prashanth 
Proposer: Chester Eio Hao Jie 
Seconder: Tan Li Qi 
 
Past Experiences 
High School Campaigns 
Model United Nations – Captain, Secretary, Chairperson 
SCBE Club AY2019/20 – Academic Welfare Director 
 
Speech  
She learned problem-solving through the process of working on previous events. Enjoy 
working with a team. She was the previous Academic Welfare Director of SCBE Club for 
the Academic Year 2019/20. The year that she was in charge as an Academic Welfare 
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Director, the division managed to hold six events/initiatives – Textbook Sales, SCBE 
Module Guide, PYP Solutions, Study Groups, Seminars/ Workshops/ Industrial Visits 
(planned, but cancelled due to Covid-19), and Chem-E-Car (planned, but cancelled due to 
Covid-19). 
 
She intends to continue past SCBE initiatives such as PYP, Virtual Textbook Drive, 
Online Study Groups, etc. She would also like to start a student support group for those 
that need emotional support. Besides this, she would like to engage in virtual events such 
as virtual International Chem-E-Car, virtual industry talks, virtual Trivial Night, and 
virtual Mingle Workshops. She suggests setting up an SCBE website to keep all SCBE 
resources in one place. She also suggests getting professors' input on the SCBE Module 
Guide. In addition to this, she suggests creating an SCBE URECA Guide, OEP/ Exchange 
Guide, Faculty film, and SCBE Perks. She would like to install the project SCBE Shining 
Stars, such that outstanding academic achievements are celebrated on Instagram.  
 
Question and Answer 
Q: What are the challenges that you faced last year that helped you become a better 
Academic Welfare director? (Lim Jin Hao) 
A: Working in a team was a challenge for her to the point where she was working 
individually on a big project, and it was very taxing for her. Hence, she learnt that she 
should share some responsibility with the team more often. Throughout her year of 
experience, she learnt how to push the subcommittee members to work on their portion of 
the project. 
 
Q: Is there a way to avoid incentivizing the events? As this might not be a sustainable way 
to encourage SCBE-ians to come back to help other fellow SCBE-ians willingly. (Lim Jin 
Hao) 
A: She thinks that we could use smaller and cheaper gifts such as certificates or the titles 
on their resume to attract them. 
 
Q: Do you have a feasible timeline to implement all the plans suggested? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: She is confident to be able to fit them in the schedule. She currently does not have a 
concrete timeline yet. However, she feels that she can get all of them done in time. She 
will put in the effort to plan a little more for unforeseen circumstances. She would rather 
aim high than do nothing. 
 

3.  Nominee for Academic Welfare Director  
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Candidate Name: Amulya Mathur 
Proposer: Yamini Prashanth 
Seconder: Ng Jun Xiang 
 
Past Experience 
SCBE OCIP 2019/20 
 
Speech 
She gained more leadership traits through past experiences, and she wants to learn more 
about leadership through the portfolio. Besides this, she wants to contribute more towards 
SCBE. She wants to make SCBE-ians’ experience in NTU more pleasant. She would like 
to create an environment so that SCBE-ians can explore beyond studies and pick up career 
skills, such as by having Hackathons. She wants to inspire students to learn and not just 
study. As an expansion of the SCBE Module Guide, she suggests holding a contest where 
SCBE-ians can submit entries on their learning experiences of the module and its 
importance to their future career. She proposes holding more online conferences to 
connect students with their prospective employers. She believes that since she is new to 
SCBE Club, she can bring in new ideas to the club. She believes that she is empathetic and 
has a vision for her team to work for SCBE. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: How are we going to implement new ideas such as Hackathon? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: We will have to do some research on the Hackathon and bring in some finances to start 
the events suggested. With the help of her team, other directors and external personnel, 
she believes she could manage to roll out the plan well. 
 
Q: How would you motivate SCBE-ians to participate in your events? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: She would like to advertise the event in a way such that students can understand that 
the events are for their benefit. 
 
Q: Since you mentioned that you have never had leadership experience before, what do 
you think is the biggest challenge coming in as a Welfare Director and how you will 
overcome it? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: She thinks that coordinating members on the main goal within the timeline might be a 
problem. She thinks that she will manage to overcome this challenge over time. She 
believes that a leader will not need past leadership experience to make him/her good. 
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Q: As an incoming Academic Welfare Director, there will be a lot of work coming in 
since Day 1. How do you think you can ensure that you can learn in a short time and make 
sure that the transition is smooth? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: She will reach out to previous SCBE members and previous Academic Welfare 
Director. She will need a phase for her to pick up the knowledge and make self-induction 
to the club. She is the kind of person that will always work based on the schedule. Hence, 
she will make a timeline first and make sure the team could follow closely to it. Before 
running for the rally, she has been doing some research on the events carried out by SCBE 
Club. Therefore, she believes that the induction would not be bad. 
 

4.  Nominee for Business Manager  
Candidate Name: Kim Minseo 
Proposer: Yamini Prashanth 
Seconder: Goh Kai Yong 
 
Past Experiences 
Victoria Junior College Symphonic Band 
Singapore Youth Festival performance 
Symphonic Band Annual performance – Clarinet duet 
 
Speech 
He believes that empathy is the basis of communication between different parts of the 
organizations and with external parties. Being in front of a huge crowd before makes him 
a confident person to source for sponsorships. He enjoyed the virtual orientation camp, 
and he felt connected and wants to contribute back to the school.  
 
Question and Answer 
Q: How do you make sure that your members bond in a virtual setting? (Yamini 
Prashanth) 
A:  He thinks that we can start by having a simple lunch and dinner. 
 
Q: How can we incentivize people to buy things from SCBE Club, given as the 
merchandise design is getting repetitive? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He would like to work with the publicity team to get new shirt designs that are cuter 
and more vibrant. 
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Q: Do you understand the Chinese language? How are you going to persuade Chinese 
companies to sponsor SCBE Club? (Chester Eio) 
A: He states that he can only understand conversational mandarin, but not to the extent of 
being able to speak it. He believes the language barrier would not be a problem with the 
help of his team. 
 
Q: How do you plan to work with members that are not carrying out their responsibilities? 
(Ooi Jun Yu) 
A: He believes that working in a small team is more efficient and would like to start with a 
small group. He would not be aggressive to stand up against the member and would 
instead be more emphatic towards the member. 
 

5.  Nominee for Publicity Director  
Candidate Name: Lim Li Ying 
Proposer: Tanya Koh Tingya 
Seconder: Lim Jin Hao 
 
Past Experiences 
Designed Instagram Page for a bakery 
NUEVE 2020 - ACGL 
 
Speech 
She attended the art class for 11 years in NAFA before entering university, and she likes 
to draw during her free time. She proceeds to show some of her art. She started to get into 
the field of photography recently. She wishes to bring SCBE-ians together through 
promoting and publicizing SCBE Club events. She enjoys participating in events held by 
SCBE Club in the previous year, and she hopes to share her experience with the freshmen 
through her creativity. She had learned how to hand a team during the time as an ACGL. 
She is an easy-going and good team player. She is also very organized, and she thinks it is 
an essential trait for the publicity director as she needs to consolidate accurate information 
to the team members. Her priority will be updating SCBE-ians on the latest and accurate 
information. She will also work with other directors to create more exciting events. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: What do you think you can improve on from last year's publicity team? (Claudia Chew 
Song Ling) 
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A: After consulting previous directors, she feels that she should choose subcommittee 
members well. The publicity team can also release limited-edition merchandise for special 
events. 
 
Q: How can we increase followers on SCBE Club’s Instagram page? (Claudia Chew Song 
Ling) 
A: We can post more study tips and more stories so that the Instagram algorithm can 
promote our page to more people. She will design more attractive visuals to get people's 
attention. 
 
Q: What will you do to sub-committee members that do not give satisfactory work? 
(Delfina Paulin) 
A: She thinks that she will assess the situation and guide the members. She feels that not 
everyone will have artistic talents from the beginning without going through any training. 
 
Q: How are you going to work with the Publications Director? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: She thinks that she can work with him/her about the outcome of the design of posters, 
etc., and any improvement that could be made to them. 
 
Q: How are you going to divide the workload with the Publications Director? (Goh Kai 
Yong) 
A: She believes that the publicity team could do more on the designs while the publication 
team can work more on writing the texts for the publications. 
 
Q: Do you believe that having the same group of sub-committee members is easier or 
having a separate group of sub-committee members? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: She is inclined to have the same group of sub-committee members since publicity and 
publication shares a lot of similarities. 
 
Q: Who do you think should be in charge of the SCBE website design - if we are going to 
make one - the publicity or the publication team? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: She suggests that the publicity team to work on the design of the website while the 
publication team could work on the content of the website. 
 
Q: How can we reach out to people who do not use Instagram? (Vincent Jip) 
A: She thinks we can share the information we shared on SCBE Instagram on the SCBE 
Unofficial Telegram chat and the website if we have one set up later. 
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Q: How do you plan to make the telegram group lively again? (Vincent Jip) 
A: She thinks we should engage in telegram games such as Werewolves to bond the 
members inside the SCBE Unofficial Telegram group. 
 
Q: Did you consider having a workshop to align the design themes of your team? (Yamini 
Prashanth) 
A: She plans to have a meeting to lay down the expectations. She thinks that different 
events will have a different theme. Hence, she also needs to work with other directors to 
fix the theme. 
 
Q: Do you have any ideas on what to post more of on the SCBE Instagram page? (Yamini 
Prashanth) 
A: She thinks that we can post more photos of people enjoying the SCBE events. She feels 
that we can continue the Instagram stories of People of SCBE. She currently does not have 
any concrete ideas, but she plans to work with other directors on it. 
 

6.  Nominee for Publicity Director  
Candidate Name: Tan Zheng Yang Evan 
Proposer: Yamini Prashanth 
Seconder: Chester Eio Hao Jie 
 
Past Experience 
Meridian Junior College Council 
Meridian Junior College House Vice-Captain 
 
Speech 
He is running for this portfolio to gain an opportunity to serve his peers. He also has a 
strong interest in graphic design and content management. Based on his past experiences 
in JC, he believes he will be able to lead the team. He might not be a very experienced 
designer, but he is willing to learn and grow throughout the journey. He took up the role of 
an event photographer before. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: What do you think will the biggest challenge you will face as a director? (Delfina 
Paulin) 
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A: He thinks he might be lacking more advanced technical skills on using the editing 
software, such as Photoshop, etc. to guide other members. He will try to source people 
with more technical skills to his team. He believes that he will perform well in the more 
managerial roles, such as managing the timelines, the social media groups, etc. 
 
Q: Do you think the creation of the SCBE yearbook falls under the responsibilities of the 
Publicity director, and are you willing to take it up? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: He thinks that it would be fall under the Publication director's responsibility. However, 
he believes that as a Publicity director, he could offer his support for the creation of the 
yearbook. 
 
Q: How will you work with the Publication Director? Do you have any idea of what 
he/she does? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He believes that the Publication Director will in charge of the message crafting while 
the Publicity team will be more focusing on the designing aspect.  
 
Q: What do you think is the best form of publicity? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: He thinks it will be through word of mouth. He believes if we get someone interested, 
we could get them to share and inviting their friends to the event. He thinks that social 
media posts might not be able to catch people's attention. He thinks that we have to have a 
‘Wow factor’ in our events to get people interested and share the event with their friends.  
 
Q: What will you do to sub-committee members that do not give satisfactory work? 
(Delfina Paulin) 
A: He will consult with the team regarding the work that is submitted to determine 
whether it can be released to the public. 
 
Q: If the exams are near and you have publicity work going on, which one will you focus 
on? (Chester Eio Hao Jie) 
A: He understands that if he is taking up this role, he will have to sacrifice part of his time 
to fulfil his responsibilities. He will limit his free time for the portfolio. 
 

7.  Nominee for Publications Director  
Candidate Name: Lee Ding Neng, Daniel 
Proposer: Yamini Prashanth 
Seconder: Lim Jin Hao 
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Past Experiences 
SCBE Club 2019/20 – Publicity and Publications Subcommittee member 
 
Speech 
He shared some of the designs for the SCBE chalkboard, posters, and sticker packs that he 
had done for previous events in the last academic year. He believes that with his past 
experiences as a sub-committee member, he can better lead the team. He intends to set up 
Google Sheets on design requirements and details on each event for his sub-committee 
members to view, for better and efficient communication and to avoid spamming the 
group chat. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: What was your highlight being in SCBE Club last year? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He was happy to connect with more SCBE-ians, and it was a fun experience for him to 
hold events together with friends. He believes that creating memories and experiences is 
the main point of being in the SCBE Club. 
 
Q: How do you plan to relay this experience to your sub-committee members, given the 
Covid-19 situation? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He believes that there is nothing he can do about the situation other than just shared his 
experience verbally or by text through chat apps. He will encourage his members to 
interact more with other sub-committee members from different portfolios. 
 
Q: What is your leadership style? (Chester Eio Hao Jie) 
A: He thinks that he is an objective person. He will instruct his members based on the 
information he has in his hands, such as the timeline. 
 
Q: Given that you have no time to teach sub-committee members on design knowledge, 
during an event, you will have to rely on those experienced members more, and it can be 
tiring for them. What can you do to improve this situation? (Ashley Soh Wem Qi) 
A: He intends to hold an online workshop to teach the inexperienced members. Having the 
workshop online allows everyone to learn at the same time and on the same platform. It 
can also allow members to share their screens for troubleshooting purposes. 
 
Q: What if there is a sub-committee member that learns through your workshop, but 
his/her design is not satisfactory given the deadline is near. What will you do? (Ashley 
Soh Wem Qi) 
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A: He will tell the person that his/her design is not satisfactory nicely. If he/she is willing 
to put more effort into improving on it, he will work with him/her to improve on it. If the 
deadline is near and there is still no satisfactory outcome from him/her, he will reject the 
design and get another design. He will then improve with the member after the event. 
 
Q: Other than mentioned, how do you think you can improve on the previous Publicity 
and Publication team, which you were in last year? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: He thinks that he could improve on the dissemination of information by utilizing 
Google Drive and Google Sheets, as mentioned in the speech. 
 
Q: Most Publicity and Publication works are individualistic. How do you make sure the 
members can bond with each other? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: He thinks that members could bond by working on the same project and commenting 
on each other’s works. Besides this, he suggests having meals together to connect them. 
 
Q: Do you have a selection process in mind to pick your sub-committee members? 
(Yamini Prashanth) 
A: He thinks that he will have the interviewees submit their portfolio. 
 
Q: Would it be better to have an open-ended question for the interview or having a design 
competition for the subcommittee selection process? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: He believes that it is an excellent idea, but that he would not have enough time to 
execute the idea. He also thinks that some of the people with good ideas might not be able 
to implement it due to a lack of technical skills. 
 

8.  Nominee for Sports Director  
Candidate Name: Ng Jun Xiang 
Proposer: Lim Li Ying (366B) 
Seconder: Ashley Soh Wem Qi (862A) 
 
Speech 
He has been in the sports division sub-committee in the previous year. He believes in the 
quality of empathy. He believes that to be a leader, he needs to listen and understand his 
members. He thinks that we should increase the number of sports events to bond SCBE-
ians. He hopes to start a monthly sports workshop in SCBE to introduce new sports for 
SCBE-ians. He proposed to make it online if face-to-face is not possible, given the current 
COVID-19 situation. He offered to work on the idea of organizing an e-sports event. 
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Question and Answer 
Q: Who will be the ones conducting the sports workshops? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He is planning to coordinate with NIE people or external personnel. He explained that 
we could collect a little money from the participants for the borrowing of sports 
equipment. 
 
Q: How do you plan to work together with Social Director this year? (Claudia Chew Song 
Ling) 
A: He thinks that Sports and Social Directors each have different events to handle, but he 
hopes that both can support each other by offering assistance during the event day. 
 
Q: Which is the most feasible event in a few weeks' time? (Chester Eio Hao Jie) 
A: He suggested to hold online events, such as mini e-sports event and increasing in scale 
gradually. 
 

9.  Nominee for Sports Director  
Candidate Name: Tanya Koh Tingya 
Proposer: Lim Li Ying (366B) 
Seconder: Kim Minseo (506L) 
 
Past Experience 
NUEVE 2020 - ACGL 
 
Speech 
She enjoys doing sports. She views her role as an enabler by ensuring the sports team in 
SCBE run smoothly and support people in their sports pursue. She will try to make sports 
more accessible, enjoyable, and less intimidating. She plans to organize Zoom sports 
streaming sessions and virtual workouts for SCBE-ians. She thinks that we could also 
have workout challenges and give out prizes on social media. She believes that she has the 
creativity catered to this portfolio. She would like to step out of her comfort zone and 
creating a sense of belonging in SCBE-ians with this portfolio. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: What are your views on having e-sports events? (Chester Eio) 
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A: She thinks it is a good idea that can engage people. She believes it should not be just 
official games such as PUBG and LoL. It could be any game that can attract and bond 
people. 
 
Q: How do you plan to incentivize people to join your sports events given they will be 
held online now? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: She believes we can have a prized challenge that can attract people to join. She 
believes that the opportunity to play with friends is one of the incentives that attract people 
to join. 
 
Q: How do you view the sports culture in SCBE currently? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: She thinks that we need to promote the sports culture in SCBE through more publicity 
through social media, as we are not getting enough attention currently. 
 
Q: What kind of sports do you think is the most appealing to the masses now? (Goh Kai 
Yong) 
A: She thinks basketball and Frisbee are a few popular sports currently. However, she 
believes that the fear of competing in a competition is the factor that stops people from 
joining ISG. Hence, she thinks that we can hold more try out sessions for the sports. 
 
Q: Do you think casual sports like night cycling are a good activity? (Goh Kai Yong) 
A: She thinks it is an excellent activity to bond members as they get to cycle together and 
have supper together. However, given the current COVID-19 situation, she is not sure 
whether this activity could be carried out. 
 
Q: What is your plan of frequency for your initiatives? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: She thinks that it depends on the restriction during COVID-19 and people's exam 
timetables. Hence, she will try not to hold it so close to the examination period. 
 
Q: How would you manage the situation where participants do not turn up for ISG for any 
given unforeseen circumstances? (Chester Eio) 
A: She will make sure that there are substitutes for the game. She will get as many people 
to join the sports to make sure there are always people to play the game if someone in the 
team is unable to play. She will make sure she and her subcommittee members will be 
there, and they can be the substitutes if needed. 
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Q: Would you prefer the Social and Sports subcommittee to be combined or separated? 
(Vanessa) 
A: She prefers them to be separated. She believes that miscommunication could occur due 
to two leaders managing a single group. It could confuse the team on who to report to and 
who will be the one having the final say on the decision. 
 

10.  Nominee for Social Director  
Candidate Name: Swathi Jayaraman 
Proposer: Lim Jin Hao (094A) 
Seconder: Lee Ding Neng, Daniel (484K) 
 
Speech 
She plans to have events on video conferencing platforms, such as the games held during 
SCBE’s virtual orientation camp, which she feels were useful in bonding people. She 
thinks that SCBE-ians across different years do not have a chance to bond. Hence, she 
would like to form groups including SCBE-ians from Year 1 to Year 4. She thinks this 
could give fellow SCBE-ians a chance to network with each other. She wants to hold a 
skill-based competition such as 3D-design. She wants others to use their technical skills on 
something more interesting other than on assignments, to be more aligned with their 
passions and future career paths. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: Given that there is some overlap between the events planned by Social and Academic 
Welfare divisions, how would you distribute the workload between the two divisions? 
(Yamini Prashanth) 
A: She thinks that it could be distributed in a way that the Social team will be in charge of 
running the actual events, whereas the Academic Welfare division will be in charge of the 
workshop matters and finding judges for the competition. She does not have a concrete 
idea yet, but she believes that the two divisions could work closely on this matter. 
 
Q: Similar to what you have already proposed, we already have the SCBE Telegram 
Group and Makers' Lab. Why do you think SCBE-ians are unaware of these initiatives and 
what could you do to improve it? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: She plans to start with a smaller telegram group, which includes SCBE-ians from 
different years. As for the 3D printing competition, she thinks that we can collaborate with 
the Makers' Lab to do that. Competition could be an incentive for SCBE-ians to go for the 
3D printing workshops to win attractive prizes and titles for their resume. 
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Q: Can you elaborate more on the telegram group idea? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: She thinks that we can use students' email addresses to form groups on Microsoft 
Teams first and allow them to create private groups on the platform of their preference. 
However, she believes that we should provide the opt-out option to SCBE-ians in case that 
they do not feel like joining the group. 
 
Q: What are you going to do with a low sign-up rate? Given exciting events such as the 
cocktail workshop, E-sport events have low sign-ups, how do you get people to sign up for 
academic events? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: She thinks that we can hold workshops and competitions about the skills that are more 
familiar to SCBE-ians such as Matlab programming. She thinks that we also need more 
publicity to pull up the sign-up rate. She hopes that having these events online would 
encourage more students to join SCBE Club events. 
 
Q: Are you considering having non-academic events? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: She wants to have game-based events, such as orientation games and E-sports. 
 
Q: Earlier, you said your interest is more academic driven, why did you decide to go for 
Social Director rather than, say, Academic Welfare Director? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: She thinks that she wants to make academic events fun and competitive. She said that 
she wants to get more insights into what kind of events people enjoy, and simultaneously 
gain experience in organizing the events. 
 
Q: What are your ideas on reaching out to people that are genuinely not interested in 
SCBE Club events? (Ong Ding Shan) 
A: She thinks that we should accept that there are minorities that do not care about SCBE 
Club events at all. She feels that we can publicize our events through the orientation 
groups to increase the sign-up rate. 
 
Extension of Question and Answer session 
Proposer: Chester Eio Hao Jie (138A) 
Seconder: Delfina Paulin (585J) 
 
Q: People tend to make friends for the benefit of their schoolwork. Do you have any ideas 
to change the current SCBE environment into a more interactive environment? (Chester 
Eio Hao Jie) 
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A: She thinks that we can hold events that are beneficial to them, such as skill 
competitions to attract and change the culture. She does not have a concrete idea for now. 
 
Q: There exists a problem for freshmen to find friends without joining freshman 
orientation camp. Do you have any ideas to address this issue? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: She believes that her inter-year social media group initiative could kind of solve this 
problem. She believes that having interaction with seniors could solve this problem. 
 
Q: Have you thought of any events to integrate people that come from other countries, or 
for exchange students? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: She suggests preparing a Singapore, NTU, and SCBE guide for them. She suggests that 
we can also create a group with them and invite local students to guide them. 
 
Q: Why do you think you are the best person for this portfolio? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: She believes she is good at planning things, given she planned her family trips. She 
believes she is good at adapting to unforeseen circumstances and make changes 
accordingly. She believes that she can provide ideas that could be the foundation for the 
best concept. 
 

11.  Nominee for Social Director  
Candidate Name: Vanessa 
Proposer: Yamini Prashanth 
Seconder: Lee Ding Neng, Daniel 
 
Past Experiences 
SCBE Club 2019/20 – Events Subcommittee member 
Kids Wits Volunteering Project - Leader 
 
Speech  
She wants to run for this portfolio as she enjoyed what she did last year in the sub-
committee. She would like to contribute back to SCBE with her skillset. She would want 
to have more small-scale interest-based activities as she noticed that many students have 
unique interests outside of their academic pursuits, such as candle- or soap-making. She 
wants to have physical game night if possible as she thinks physical interaction can bond 
people more. For the social distancing aspect, she suggests having different games spread 
out over different days instead of just one day. She wishes to have more collaborations 
with different interest groups in SCBE such as ANATA.  
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Question and Answer 
Q: Do you have any ideas for the integration of international students? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: She suggests having a cultural night, with certain limitations given current COVID-19 
situations. She suggests to have exhibitions of different culture of different nationalities. 
She suggests making use of the TVs around SCBE to show videos of different cultures. 
She also suggests providing packaged food of different nationalities in SCBE lounges. 
 
Q: Regarding holding online events, do you have any ideas other than having events held 
on a video conferencing platform? (Amulya Mathur) 
A: She thinks that we can provide a small hands-on package for the participants of online 
workshops to follow along at home. 
 
Q: How are you going to handle sub-committee members that are not doing any work? 
(Ng Jun Xiang) 
A: She thinks that in the first place, she should filter out such members during the 
interview process. However, if the situation cannot be avoided, she will talk with the 
member herself. 
 
Q: What will you do if you have a tight timeline and irresponsible sub-committee 
members? How do you plan to distribute your effort? (Jaideep Singh) 
A: She will make sure to filter out them through the interview process in the first place. 
She thinks there will not be many of such members in her team. However, if it happens, 
she will discuss with her assistant to find the best way to deal with the situation. She will 
check up on her team members regularly so that the progress can meet the deadline. 
 
Q: What is your motivation to run for this portfolio based on your experience in the Events 
sub-committee? (Matthew Tong Ren Jun) 
A: She thinks planning events are fun. She also feels that it is fun to connect with 
committee members. She is excited to be the one that works behind the scenes. She is 
motivated by taught to contribute to others' happiness. 
 
Q: What will you do if there are no sign-ups for the event that your team has worked hard 
to plan? (Vincent Jip) 
A: She will try to prevent this situation from happening. She will do a rough estimate of 
the numbers of attendees by asking around. If the worst-case scenario occurs where the 
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event does not work at all due to low sign-ups, she would try to improvise according to the 
situation.  
 
Q: How do you ensure the low turn-up rate does not beat down the sub-committees' 
morale? (Vincent Jip) 
A: She suggests finding out the reasons behind the low turn-up rate. She will try to ask her 
team to gather around, and as a team, come out plans to make future events more 
enjoyable. She will direct the team's focus on future events. 
 
Q: If the sub-committee members do not complete assigned tasks by the deadline, and you 
are not informed until the deadline, how will you salvage the situation? (Ng Jun Xiang) 
A: She will always check up on their progress regularly. If the worst-case scenario 
happens, she will try to complete the task first. Then she will talk to the person about the 
reason and have a serious talk with him/her if the reason is invalid. She will also seek help 
from her assistant and other directors. 
 
Q: What will you do if the portfolios that you are collaborating with do not give 
satisfactory results? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: She will talk about the requirements and expectations during the meeting with other 
portfolios beforehand. She will also request to see a sample of the product before the 
deadline so that improvement could be made in time. 
 
Q: What is the most significant area in SCBE that could be improved on? (Claudia Chew 
Song Ling) 
A: She thinks that we could have a greater variety of events. Some of the students might 
have other unique interests. She just feels that the events we are having do not cover 
enough areas. 
 
Extension of Question and Answer session 
Proposer: Ong Ding Shan 
Seconder: Ng Jun Xiang 
 
Q: What if your duties as a director clash with your studies? (Ding Shan) 
A: She will plan her time, knowing all major timing of exams, quizzes, and SCBE events. 
She will try to make sure that there are no clashes within them. If there are events that are 
held close to an exam, she will prepare for her exam earlier. 
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Q: What if your events clashes unexpectedly with your exams, in which you are 
unprepared? (Ong Ding Shan) 
A: She will try not to sacrifice both. She will try to make the best out of the situation. She 
could accept if the event or her results are performing slightly lower than expected. 
 
Q: Why do you think you are the best candidate to be the Social Director? (Claudia Chew 
Song Ling) 
A: She thinks she is very passionate about bonding people together, given her identity as 
an international student in Singapore from JC to NTU. She is also brave enough to try new 
things. She can think of ideas for different events, and it gave her the courage to run for 
this portfolio. 
 

12.  Nominee for Union Executive Committee Representative  
Candidate Name: Ashley Soh Wem Qi 
Proposer: Tanya Koh Tingya (872G) 
Seconder: Ng Jun Xiang (209J) 
 
Past Experience 
SCBE Club 2019/20 – Publicity Director 
SCBE Club Social Media Channel 
 
Speech 
She wants to be the channel of voices between SCBE Club and Student Union. She hopes 
to address issues related to NTU students and Student Union, such as iNTU and the shuttle 
bus schedule, etc. She aims to ensure SCBE-ians’ welfare during the preliminary 
discussions within the Student Union. She will try to support most events held by SCBE 
Club. 
 
Questions and Answers 
Q: Is there anything you would like to work on? How has SCBE Club been working with 
the Student Union? (Jaideep Singh) 
A: According to her, she thinks SCBE Club has been doing fine operating independently 
from the Student Union. However, she would like to work on the support from the Student 
Union to SCBE Club in terms of resources, etc. 
 
Q: What is something in SCBE that you think you can improve by raising it to the Student 
Union? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
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A: She thinks that there have not been any severe problems for now. Nothing severe has 
been raised to her. However, she would like to see how the Student Union and SCBE Club 
can collaborate in the future and further improve SCBE. 
 

13.  Nominee for President  
Candidate Name: Goh Kai Yong 
Proposer: Ashley Soh Wem Qi 
Seconder: Lim Li Ying 
 
Past Experiences 
SCBE Club 2019/20 – Business Manager Director 
Ngee Ann Polytechnic Student Union – Head of Welfare Division 
 
Speech 
He has a strong passion for serving the SCBE community. He believes that his experience 
in SCBE Club during the previous year empowered him to run for the portfolio. He wants 
to promote inclusivity within the SCBE community, and he wants SCBE-ians to explore 
something other than studies. He found that SCBE Club members are not proactive 
enough due to their lack of expectation toward future events. He plans to create a more 
structured SCBE Club by creating a general timeline of events and doing an Annual 
General Meeting. The events will be held based on the voices and feedback from the 
students. He wants to work with ANATA and NUEVE to promote events to SCBE-ians. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: Do you have any ideas to make the meetings more concise and time-saving? (Yamini 
Prashanth) 
A: He will structure the session such that he will finish his agenda first and then discuss 
"Any Other Business" afterwards. It also depends on the context of the situation. 
 
Q: Do you have any other commitments right now? (Chester Eio Hao Jie) 
A: He currently has a snooker commitment that is held once a week. 
 
Q: Work, study, and sleep. Which one will you prioritize? (Chester Eio Hao Jie) 
A: He thinks this is situational and based on degree of importance. 
 
Q: How will you change the currently non-interactive culture of SBCE-ians, where every 
action is only done for benefits? (Chester Eio) 
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A: He believes that to change the mindset of SCBE-ians, we have to start from Year 1. 
NUEVE plays a substantial factor in cultivating the culture of having friends and having 
fun with friends within SCBE-ians. 
 
Q: What is your leadership style? (Amulya Mathur) 
A: He thinks that he is more team-based. He likes to have meetings with team members 
and other directors to make decisions. He will want to involve all divisions in planning an 
event. 
 
Q: How would you guide the directors in holding an event? (Amulya Mathur) 
A: He thinks he can help through reviewing the proposal submitted by the directors. 
 
Q: How will you work closely with NUEVE and ANATA, and why? (Alex Goh Feng 
Tian) 
A: He thinks NUEVE holds a significant role in bridging the school and students. The 
same goes for ANATA. Working with both of them would help to increase the sign-up 
rate for our events. 
 
Q: How will you carry out your ideas if NUEVE do not want to work with SCBE Club, as 
it is not what their committee have signed up for? (Alex Goh Feng Tian) 
A: By working with NUEVE, he means by having the Group Leaders to interact with and 
promote SCBE Club events to the freshies. He believes that this is part of their role as 
Group Leaders. 
 
Q: One of the problems we have faced is that NUEVE is quite reluctant to integrate people 
without Orientation Groups due to the difficulty in incorporating them into the existing 
Orientation Groups. How are you going to overcome this and how are you going to realize 
your SCBE culture? (Alex Goh Feng Tian) 
A: He disagrees with the idea of incorporating students who do not participate in the 
orientation camp into the existing Orientation Groups. He thinks that we can hold events 
such as Mingle sessions, and use the power of the Publicity team to promote those events 
to those students. 
 
Extension of Question and Answer session 
Proposer: Kim Minseo  
Seconder: Jaideep Singh 
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Q: Do you think instead of linking to NUEVE, we should link the international freshmen 
to other events since they could not join the orientation camp in time? And if so, how will 
you do this? (Jaideep Singh) 
A: He thinks we should hold more events such as Mingle Sessions for them to connect 
with people. He believes that having other physical events and/or Zoom sessions could 
help with the situation. 
 
Q: As a president, what is your number one priority? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: Number 1 priority is for the SCBE students. However, he thinks that people that join 
SCBE Club should receive a fair share of fun. He believes it can be done through proper 
planning. 
 
Q: How do we ensure that the main committee and sub-committee members have a good 
experience in SCBE Club? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He enjoyed the Bonding Day that was held the previous year. He would like to 
organise that, as well as more events such as outings, steamboats, Christmas events, etc. 
 
Q: How do you plan to distribute your work with your Top 4? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He thinks that the Vice President should work closely with him to plan out the 
workload for SCBE Club. He believes that how Top 4 work together should be similar to 
how SCBE Club works together as he wants input from all members. However, the Top 4 
should distribute the workload evenly amongst themselves. 
 
Q: How do you plan to resolve conflicts between the Top 4? (Claudia Chew Song Ling)  
A: He thinks that he should listen to different suggestions and make decisions based on the 
majority of voices. 
 

14.  Nominee for President 
Candidate Name: Chester Eio Hao Jie 
Proposer: Vanessa 
Seconder: Lim Li Ying 
 
Past Experience 
SCBE Zymurgy Guild – President/ Founder 
SCBE Club 2019/20 – Events Subcommittee 
Binjai Hall 2019/20 – Events Subcommittee 
NTU Toastmaster 
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NTU IES (Institution of Engineers) – Student Member 
WSC Youth 
 
Speech 
He was an events subcommittee member in SCBE Club in the previous academic year. He 
feels that he did not manage to take part in the planning of the events last year, hence he 
wants to run for the presidency this year. He wants to run for the presidency because he 
feels that the SCBE Culture has been lost due to the COVID-19 situation. He thinks that 
music can bond people. Therefore, he suggests forming an SCBE jam band. He proposes 
having a senior-junior mentoring group by grouping up, for example, three juniors with a 
senior to guide the freshmen- especially international students. He suggests planning for a 
night cycling event. He would want to form a SCBE discord group for easier 
communication between students. Lastly, he wants to have vending machines around 
SCBE, such as a sandwich vending machine, so that students can have something to eat 
when they are hungry while studying at SCBE. He has a list of initiatives in mind if 
COVID-19 clears. He wants to change SCBE culture from just studying to a more relaxed 
environment. 
 
Questions and Answers 
Q: Given that you have so many initiatives in your mind that you want to conduct, how are 
you able to assist the directors that have their own job scope and specific initiatives that 
they want to carry out? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: He explains that the initiatives that he provides are for the directors' reference only. The 
directors can plan the events that they want. 
 
Q: The initiatives that you had suggested are more likely to fall under directors' 
responsibilities. Since the President's responsibilities are more administrative, what 
administrative improvements do you hope to see in the club and the operation of the club 
itself? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: In terms of management, he was not a director in the previous year, but with his 
experience from the Zymurgy club, he believes that he can make the SCBE club into a 
more fun and comfortable environment. 
 
Q: During my time as President, there were still a few vending machines around SCBE. 
However, they were removed because the companies were operating at a loss. How are 
you going to convince the companies to come back, given that you want to implement 
your vending machine initiative? (Alex Goh Feng Tian) 
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A: First, he will ask for the opinions of SCBE-ians to see if they genuinely want the 
vending machine. He thinks that maybe we can get vending machines that contain items 
with a longer expiry date, to account for the lower volume. (Q: But in that case, the 
company will earn lesser profit considering the rent and the operating cost. Furthermore, 
SCBE population is relatively small, and the portion of students that study in school who 
want a sandwich machine will be smaller.) He thinks that as an alternative from the 
vending machines, we could sell food like cup noodles in the SCBE lounge through the 
Honor Shop system. 
 
Q: You seem like you have a lot of initiatives in mind. Why did you choose to run as a 
President rather than as a Social Director? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: He thinks that the initiatives that he mentioned will only be a suggestion for the Social 
Director. He believes that as a President, he is there to help out the directors and make 
sure the operation runs smoothly. He explains that most of the events will have to go 
through the President, and he would like to be the one asking the Social Director if the 
director wants to work on his idea. He does not want to be the Social Director itself 
because he would rather be the President, to ensure SCBE-ians’ welfare is being taken 
good care of. He wants to bring the SCBE community together. He thinks that Social 
Director is only focused on event planning, and only being the President could empower 
him to achieve his goals. 
 
Q: How are you going to execute your senior-junior plan? Are all seniors automatically 
assigned with freshmen, or are we going to look for volunteers? If we need to look for 
volunteers, what is the difference compared with the Group Leaders and the returning 
seniors of NUEVE? (Ooi Jun Yu) 
A: He thinks that SCBE Club is responsible for creating a friendly environment for the 
freshmen after NUEVE. He thinks that we could send emails to SCBE-ians to make sure 
that they have friends in SCBE. He will ask the SCBE Club members if they are willing to 
guide the juniors. He will also try to ask SCBE-ians if they want to pick up the opportunity 
to give back to the SCBE community by guiding the freshmen. 
 
Q: Do you have any incentives for the seniors to join this program other than the reason of 
"giving back to the SCBE community"? (Ooi Jun Yu) 
A: He believes that the experience that the seniors might gain could be the incentives for 
them to join. He would also do surveys to find out what will motivate the seniors to join 
this program. If not, he thinks that we can provide them with vouchers, etc. 
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Q: How can you make sure your Discord group would be successful, given that a more 
popular platform like the Telegram group does not work? (Ooi Jun Yu) 
A: He thinks that people are very shy in SCBE. We can bring a small group of people 
together first and grow up from there. He does not want SCBE to be a quiet society. He 
will try to ask NUEVE to introduce the freshmen to Discord. He thinks that the Discord 
group would serve an alternative option for SCBE-ians on top of the Telegram group. 
 
Q: Can you elaborate more on how are you going to lead as a president? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: He thinks that he will distribute the workload 60-40 percent with his Vice President. He 
will also work very closely with the other Top 4 members, such as having regular 
meetings. He thinks that the Top 4 can also work through their WhatsApp group. He 
offers help to the directors when they encounter any problems. 
 
Q: You talked about how you want to do it, but you never talk about what you want to do 
as President. What do you think a President's job is? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: He thinks that the role of a President is to make sure everything runs smoothly in the 
club. He wants to provide help to the directors if they encounter any problems e.g. 
regarding planning, proposals, sub-committee. 
 
Q: To follow up, since you mentioned that the role of a President is mostly administrative, 
what are some administrative ideas that you have, e.g. timeline ideas, systems for 
meetings, representation in Council, etc.? (Yamini Prashanth) 
A: He thinks that they can use WhatsApp to discuss problems. If there are any 
administrative problems, they should message each other in the group. He thinks that he 
will hold weekly or monthly meetings to discuss any administrative issues. 
 
Q: Since you have so many social initiatives, what will you do if your Social Director 
disagrees with all your ideas? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He thinks it will be up to the Social Director to decide what events he/she wants to 
organize. He can provide ideas, guidance, and help for him/her. 
 
Q: Your campaign runs on the assumption that the Social Director will carry out the 
initiatives that you suggested. What is left in your campaign if the Social Director does not 
execute any of your initiatives? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He will try to consult the Social Director. If the Social Director does not want to 
execute key event ideas, with the permission of the Social Director, he will bring it up to 
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the professor that is in charge of SCBE Club. If the director does not want to do the job, he 
is willing to be the one executing it. 
 
Q: In your speech, you say that SCBE students do not join SCBE Club events because 
they are just focusing on studies. I think it is unfair to say so as some of them may have 
other cultural activities that are going on. Do you agree with this statement, or are you still 
standing your ground that SCBE students are just focusing on studies? (Swathi Jayaraman) 
A: From his experience in SCBE, he feels like the seniors are just focusing on studies. 
They lack the ‘fun school experience’. They have the fun hall experience, but they do not 
have the fun SCBE experience. He thinks that seniors are only thinking of studies when 
they come to school. Therefore, he wants to change the mindset that SCBE is not just 
about studying. 
 
Q: In your speech, you mentioned a Social Night. Can you elaborate more on this? (Alex 
Goh Feng Tian) 
A: He states that Social Night is an event like Dinner and Dance where we have 
pageantees selected from each orientation group. 
 
Q: Why do you see a need to have pageants? (Alex Goh Feng Tian)  
A: He thinks that this kind of event is what bonds SCBE-ians, after asking around from his 
friends from other schools. He was wondering why SCBE does not have this sort of 
togetherness culture. He thinks that SCBE-ians are missing out on the full university 
experience. 
 
Q: By having pageants, we are objectifying students in such a way that we are looking for 
the most good looking males and females. Why do you feel that SCBE-ians should be 
bonded by creating topics about the appearances of their fellow SCBE-ians? (Alex Goh 
Feng Tian) 
A: He agrees with what Alex says. 
 
Q: Perhaps you might want to have performances for Social Night? If so, who is going to 
perform during the Social Night? (Alex Goh Feng Tian) 
A: He agrees with the idea of having performances during Social Night. He will survey 
SCBE-ians again to check if SCBE-ians want to have a Social Night. Due to the short 
period of Presidency, he can formulate a proposal for the next batches from the survey 
data, so that SCBE-ians could have more "togetherness." If there are no performers at all, 
he suggests outsourcing from external parties. 
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Q: Most of the things you suggested are already executed in the residential halls. Why do 
you think that SCBE Club should repeat the events? In the Halls, we need cultural and 
sporting activities to bind students together because they do not have something in 
common. However, in SCBE, we share the similarities of having the same subject. Hence, 
don't you think that the focus should be on finding out how to make the subjects 
entertaining, rather than replicating the same events from the Halls to SCBE? (Yamini 
Prashanth) 
A: He does not think that a lot of people stay in Halls, especially given the current 
COVID-19 situation. He thinks that those that do not stay in Halls will not have the 
opportunity to join in on such events. 
 
Q: Given the current COVID-19 situation, why should we hold such large scale events? 
(Yamini Prashanth) 
A: He suggests that we can use venues that can hold more participants, such as SCBE 
Lounge that can hold 15 students currently, to hold larger-scale events. 
 
Q: To follow up, people are still not receptive to joining a large scale during the COVID-
19 situation, even with all the legal arguments you gave. Are you aware of this? (Yamini 
Prashanth) 
A: He thinks that we can start small for the people that want to join something. We can 
hold the events, and it is up to the students to decide whether they wish to join. 
 
Q: How will you convince SCBE-ians to join the events that you plan to have, given that 
SCBE-ians are just focusing on studies from your speech? (Kim Minseo) 
A: He thinks we should reach out to them on social media first. He suggests that we 
survey to see if the students want SCBE Club to hold an event. We can contact those that 
are interested in joining events and plan the events for them. 
 
Q: If the turn-up rate is still low, do you have any initiatives to convince the students to 
join our events? (Kim Minseo) 
A: He explained that he had already presented all the ideas that he had in his mind. He will 
plan out the initiatives for the students later. 
 
Q: How are you going to delegate these events to different directors? (Kim Minseo) 
A: He thinks that events are the things that bring out happiness in people. Without events, 
we SCBE Club are nothing. Hence, he thinks that SCBE Club should have events, but will 
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delegate the tasks evenly amongst the directors such that each director will have a small 
event role. The burden will not only fall on the Events Director, but will be spread 
amongst the main committee. He wants to make sure that everybody will help each other 
in SCBE Club. 
 
Q: Since you mentioned that everyone is going to help each other, who is going to step 
forward and initiate the planning work? Who will be the one that is responsible for the 
events? (Kim Minseo) 
A: He explained that this is why he wants to take up the presidential role. He disagrees 
with the statement that the President works on administrative matters. He thinks that the 
President should ensure that everything will run smoothly. He furthers elaborate that if the 
director does not want to have any trouble, we should help each other, and the President 
should stand up to ensure that everything will go smoothly. 
 
Q: How much should a president be involved in the event's planning? (Kim Minseo) 
A: He gives an example that the Chem-E-Car competition will have the President and 
Vice President to ensure that event runs smoothly since the planning stage. The President 
will help to troubleshoot problems regarding administrative matters. 
 
Q: What do you envision yourself achieving in one year, in a more philosophical sense? 
How do you see yourself making positive changes in a few months if you do become the 
President? (Jaideep Singh) 
A: His main concerns are that students do not gain the university experience that they 
should have given the current COVID-19 situation. He wants to make sure that SCBE-ians 
can still have fun even in the COVID-19 situation. He wants to make sure that everyone is 
still happy to a certain extent. 
 
Q: Could you suggest some ideas that could induce a learning environment, or some kind 
of ideas that could be beneficial to students? (Amulya Mathur) 
A: He explains using the Zymurgy Guild as an example. He elaborates that the members 
learn the process of fermentation through the brewing processes. He is also thinking about 
possible collaborations between the Guild and the Academic Welfare team. He explains 
that he has mostly thought of the "social" part of the events, but he could also think of 
some of the "academic" parts of the events. 
 
Q: What will you do if your main committee is not performing up to your expectations? 
(Delfina Paulin) 
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A: He will ask if anything has happened to the director, perhaps through WhatsApp. He 
will ensure that the work is well spread amongst other directors. If the director does not do 
their job well after that, then he thinks that it is time for the President to step in. If the 
directors disappear all of a sudden, he will ensure that the particular event will run well 
first. Once the event is over, he will have someone to step up to fill the vacant position. 
 

15.  Nominee for Vice President  
Candidate Name: Ong Ding Shan 
Proposer: Chester Eio Hao Jie  
Seconder: Delfina Paulin  
 
Past Experiences 
Backpacking to many places 
SCBE Club 2019/20 – Assistant Business Management Director 
NUEVE 16th JMC - ACGL 
 
Speech 
He runs for Vice Presidency because he thinks it is an excellent opportunity for SCBE 
Club to inculcate new culture in SCBE during the COVID-19 situation. Besides this, he 
believes he can grow through the position of Vice President. He wants to improve the 
structure of SCBE. He suggests collaboration between NUEVE and SCBE Club to spread 
awareness of the existence of SCBE Club. He suggests having a Logistics Manager role in 
SCBE Club. He wants to organize more bonding sessions. He believes that joining the 
SCBE Club should not just be about official responsibilities but also provide memories 
and experiences. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: What do you think will be your biggest challenge as Vice President, and how will you 
overcome it? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: He thinks that he has not enough experience to have a thorough overview of the 
structure of SCBE Club and can only speak on an Assistant Business Manager standpoint 
from his experience. However, he is willing to learn throughout the journey. 
 
Q: How are you going to spread your responsibilities with the President? (Chester Eio Hao 
Jie) 
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A; He believes that Top 4 is a team and should have the same vision. He will have 
frequent discussions with the Top 4. He believes that all Top 4 should work together as an 
entity to bring out results. 
 
Q: What is the difference between NUEVE’s and SCBE Club’s structure, and how do you 
want to manage the collaboration between the two organizations? (Pay Xin Ni) 
A: He believes NUEVE should be a sub-group of SCBE Club, as NUEVE is targeting a 
one-time freshmen event while SCBE Club is targeting year-long events. He wants the 
NUEVE committee to have the mindset that instead of working on a single event, they 
have to work on year-long events. 
 
Q: What are your thoughts on the plans suggested by the two Presidential candidates? (Ooi 
Jun Yu) 
A: He feels that the ideas proposed by Kai Yong and Chester are conceptually different. 
He thinks that Kai Yong's idea is more of a concept, whereas Chester's ideas are more on 
execution. Since he has worked with Kai Yong for a long time, he believes that he could 
work with Kai Yong more efficiently. He does not quite agree with Chester's ideas on the 
various initiatives as he thinks that this not the main concern of the Top 4. He believes it 
should be the directors that come out with initiatives, with Top 4 guiding them. 
 

16.  Nominee for Financial Controller  
Candidate Name: Tan Jing Yi 
Proposer: Chester Eio Hao Jie 
Seconder: Tan Li Qi  
 
Past Experiences 
A-Levels Student Council Community Service Division Treasurer 
A-Levels Student Council - Member and Group Leader  
NTU Rotaract Club – Professional Development Division subcommittee member 
Secondary School Board Games Club - Treasurer 
 
Speech 
She has had a memorable first year in SCBE, and she wants to share this experience with 
the incoming freshmen. From her previous experiences, she has learnt how to handle large 
sums of money with integrity. She learnt to carry out budgeting, financial planning, and 
reimbursement activities meticulously. She also learnt how to compromise and negotiate 
with the administrative side to justify the amount requested by the budget. For her 
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initiatives, she wants to increase unity and bond between SCBE-ians by purposefully 
mixing them during events. She wants to focus on the mental health of SCBE-ians too. 
She proposes to create an anonymous channel to support the students that need help. She 
suggests that we can pass the student on to counsellors if they need further mental support. 
She would want to see SCBE Club collaborate with other school clubs for larger-scale 
events. She wants to encourage a sustainable lifestyle by giving out incentives, such as a 
free refill to those who bring their own cups during our events. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: Can you elaborate more on your idea of “increasing the unity and bond between SCBE-
ians by purposefully mixing them”? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: She suggests splitting up groups of friends and mixing them into different groups 
during our events so that they can connect with other SCBE-ians. 
 
Q: Follow up with the previous question, are you going to notify them about the splitting 
in advance, or announce it on the day of the event? (Ng Jun Xiang) 
A: She thinks that for a workshop, games are not the main part of it. Hence, she feels that 
there is no need to inform the participants about the group splitting in advance. 
 
Q: Can you elaborate more on having a channel for mental health support? If someone is 
telling you about their personal and sensitive issues, how would you make sure that people 
could trust SCBE Club with that information? (Vincent Jip) 
A: She thinks that we could have an anonymous platform for mental health support. She 
feels that SCBE Club members should have the integrity and responsibility not to divulge 
students' personal matters. 
 
Q: Based on your past experience, how do you think you can improve on the welfare of 
SCBE-ians? (Alex Goh Feng Tian) 
A: She thinks that in-between events, there is not much interaction between students. 
Therefore, she suggests that we can have more channels for students to connect. Other 
than that, she thinks that the welfare of SCBE-ians is quite well taken of. 
 
Q: How are you going to ensure that the participation rate is reasonable if you were to 
increase the frequency of events? (Alex Goh Feng Tian) 
A: She thinks that the big events that require a higher participation rate are well spaced out 
now. What we need now are small events that fill in the gap between the big events, such 
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as Mingle Sessions. Therefore, for small events, she thinks it is reasonable not to have a 
high participation rate. 
 
Q: Given two options, one big event that involves the whole school, or multiple small 
events that engage different groups of people, which one would you prioritise financially? 
(Vincent Jip) 
A: She states that she would give more funds to the big events as she thinks those are the 
highlight of the year. However, she thinks the small events should not be completely 
cancelled, and can instead be held without much budget by not giving out expensive prizes 
and gifts. 
 

17.  Nominee for Financial Controller  
Candidate Name: Lim Jin Hao  
Proposer: Ng Jun Xiang  
Seconder: Tanya Koh Tingya  
 
Past Experiences 
NCC Catholic High School 
NCC Cadet Officer 
Frisbee in SAJC 
Pivotal Youth – Programme Facilitator 
Infantry Officer 
Frisbee NTU Ultyschools 
NUEVE 2020 ACGL 
 
Speech 
He feels that the friends made in SCBE are more important than the friends made in Hall 
as the relationships can be maintained longer- for four years. Hence, he wants to 
contribute to and create an impact on SCBE. He chooses the Financial Controller role due 
to personal interest and personal growth. He has had experience in budget planning of 
small events such as BBQ, chalet, school camps, etc. Hence, by competing for the 
Financial Controller role in SCBE Club, it can let him step out of his comfort zone and 
grow. Beyond the Financial Controller role, he chooses to be a part of Top 4 as Top 4 
could impact most of SCBE Club decisions. He would like to create a stronger sense of 
belonging among SCBE-ians toward SCBE. He plans to get students to participate in 
SCBE events to impact the students' lives and experience. He agrees that word of mouth is 
the most effective publicity method. For that to work, the event should have a ‘Wow 
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factor’, and he believes as a member of Top 4, he will have a say when the proposal comes 
in to the Top 4. He believes what SCBE Club is doing should be aligned with what 
students want. He agrees on collaboration between NUEVE and SCBE Club, based on the 
high impact of NUEVE on freshmen. He believes that this collaboration can help with the 
low participation rate of SCBE Club events. He believes that SCBE Club should 
participate in the planning of NUEVE. He believes that SCBE-ians can continue to 
strengthen their bond after NUEVE through SCBE Club. He would like to implement a 
more automated system on the collection and reimbursement of receipts. However, to be 
able to do that, he would have to pick up and study the role of a financial controller. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: How can you convince NUEVE to integrate into SCBE Club, and in what way it would 
be beneficial to them? (Delfina Paulin) 
A: He suggests having SCBE Club help advertise NUEVE, as this could show the 
cohesion in SCBE. In this way, NUEVE can also be promoted to more first-year students 
as the SCBE Club page is more visible and searchable to them. It can be done by having 
the SCBE Club publicity team work closely with NUEVE’s publicity team. He also feels 
that business managers from NUEVE can work closely with the SCBE Club so that the 
process of sourcing for sponsorship could be more seamless.  
 
Q: With the uncertainties of the current situation, how are you going to plan for the current 
year’s budget? (Vincent Jip) 
A: He thinks it is essential to look into past year events and discuss with Top 4. He 
believes that at the end of the day, it depends on the conclusion of the discussion between 
the main committee. 
 
Q: Who would you consult the most when planning the budget, Top 4 or the main 
committee? (Vincent Jip) 
A: He believes that the main committee can propose their ideas, but Top 4 would be the 
people that have the final say.  
 
Q: You mentioned that you do not have any experience in financial and budget planning. 
If you were to be elected, how would you make sure that you could catch up as soon as 
possible? (Vincent Jip) 
A: He will seek help from the previous financial controller and learn more about the 
financial section of the club. He also believes that his previous experiences could also help 
him in managing this. 
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Q: When you were in your first year, when did you realize the existence of SCBE Club? 
(Goh Kai Yong) 
A: He realized the existence of SCBE Club through the incoming emails from the school. 
He truly realized the importance of SCBE Club after he had been approached by Kai Yong 
to run for the role. 
 
Q: Do you think it is a good idea to start the academic year with a big event? (Goh Kai 
Yong) 
A: He thinks that the first event for the freshmen should be focused on raising awareness 
about SCBE Club amongst the freshmen and encouraging freshmen to join the club. 
 
Q: Is it true that you want to run for this portfolio because of Kai Yong? (Chester Eio Hao 
Jie) 
A: He thinks it was accurate at the beginning. However, he has since changed and become 
more motivated to create an impact on SCBE with this portfolio through his preparation 
for the rally. 
 
Q: Would you be able to secure SCBE funds, given that you are close to Kai Yong and 
Ding Shan, the candidates for President and Vice President? (Chester Eio Hao Jie) 
A: He believes he is not that close to Kai Yong and Ding Shan to a level to come up with a 
plan to siphon SCBE Club funds. 
 

18.  Nominee for Honorary General Secretary  
Candidate Name: Tan Li Qi  
Proposer: Chester Eio Hao Jie  
Seconder: Delfina Paulin 
 
Past Experience 
NTU Rotaract Business and Finance Division – Secretary 
Sunway College A-Levels Student Council Group Leader 
A-Levels Student Council Community Service – Secretary 
Sunway Student Ambassador 
Sunway Student Volunteers Club 
Sri KDU Red House Deco Team – Captain 
Grab PSV Exam – Admin helper 
Interschool Chess 18 Female Team 
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Sri KDU Badminton Club – Member 
Climbed Mt. Kinabalu 
 
Speech 
Her past experiences in various activities taught her how to face problems that occurred 
when organizing events and handling all kinds of people. She wants to help people and is 
a good team player. She suggests integrating international students that do not attend 
NUEVE into existing NUEVE orientation groups. She thinks that this can provide a 
platform for them to meet and learn things from each other. She also suggests having 
course-specific telegram groups to share ideas and knowledge. She further proposes to 
collaborate with other engineering schools for events of a larger scale if the situation 
allows. 
 
Question and Answer 
Q: What is the biggest thing you want to accomplish in SCBE Club? (Claudia Chew Song 
Ling) 
A: She wants to realize the idea of integrating international students that missed NUEVE 
into orientation groups. She thinks it will be a great help for those by providing a platform 
for them to seek help and guidance. 
 
Q: How do you plan to find the people who do not have an orientation group? (Claudia 
Chew Song Ling) 
A: She suggests creating posters calling for students who missed orientation camp to join 
the orientation group around SCBE or on the social media platform. 
 
Q: How can you ensure an efficient and concise meeting? (Ooi Jun Yu) 
A: She suggests laying out the agenda before the meeting and going through them one by 
one. Besides that, she thinks that items that the committees are indecisive on should be 
pushed to the end of the session. She suggests that maybe we do not have to include the 
directors that are not related to the issue to be discussed. 
 
Q: What do you think your biggest challenge will be? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
A: She thinks that the biggest challenge for her would be getting to know people and gain 
trust from people on her work as she does not know a lot of people in SCBE Club. She 
hopes she will be able to mingle well with the people in SCBE Club. 
 
Q: Do you have any ideas to bond the main committee? (Claudia Chew Song Ling) 
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A: She suggests having small events such as outings, dinners, sports sessions, etc. 
occasionally. 
 

19.  Delfina Paulin proposed the end of the meeting. Tan Li Qi seconded the motion. The 
meeting was called to an end at 0150Hrs on 10th September 2020. 
 

 
Minutes prepared by:                                                                  Minutes vetted by:  
 
 
  
_______________________                                                      ________________________ 
Ooi Jun Yu (083C)                                                        Claudia Chew Song Ling (468L) 
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